You know all this isn't as easy as we'd like, but stick with it, take a little at a time and try the following transpositions:

1) Do examples 1) and 2) in descending chromatic keys from Gb thru G.
2) Do examples 3), 4), 5) and 6) in descending chromatic keys from E thru G.
3) Do example 6a) in E, Eb, and D.
4) Do example 7) and 8) in descending chromatic keys from A thru D.
5) Do example 9) in descending chromatic keys from Db thru G.
6) Do examples 10) and 11) in descending chromatic keys from B thru D.
7) Do example 12) in descending chromatic keys from C thru G.
3 Note Close Harmony Major Extensions

You know all this isn't as easy as we'd like to think, so it'll take a little at a time.

Try the following transpositions:

1) Ex. 1-14 in desc. chromatic keys starting from G through G
2) Ex. 1-14 in c sharp, keys from F through G
3) Ex. 1-14 in desc. chrom. keys from A through D
4) Ex. 1-14 in desc. chrom. keys from B through G
5) Ex. 1-14 in desc. chrom. keys from C through G